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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: The impact of incidental prostate cancer (IPC) on oncological outcomes after radical cystoprostatectomy
(RCP) specimens from patients with bladder cancer (BC) remains controversial. This relationship has not been well elucidated
in Asian countries, where the incidence of prostate cancer has recently shown dramatic increases.
OBJECTIVES: This study retrospectively compared pathological features and oncological outcomes between BC patients
with and without IPC in the RCP specimens.
METHODS: This study included 142 men who underwent RCP for BC. Men who were previously diagnosed with prostate
cancer were excluded. Each prostate gland and seminal vesicle was processed as whole mounts and 4-mm close-step sectioning
was performed. A single genitourinary pathologist diagnosed IPC. The pathological features and oncological outcomes
such as overall survival (OS), bladder cancer-specific survival (BCSS), and progression-free survival (PFS) were compared
between patients with IPC (IPC+group, n = 45) and without IPC (IPC- group, n = 97). P values less than 0.05 considered to
indicate statistical significance for patients’ characteristics. Because of multi-primary endpoint, P values less than 0.0167
was considered statistical significance for oncological outcomes.
RESULTS: We detected IPC in 45 RCP specimens (31.6%). Patients in the IPC- group were significantly younger at surgery
than those in the IPC+group (P < 0.001). The pathological features of the RCP specimens did not differ significantly. In
multivariable analyses, presence of IPC was significantly associated with worse OS (P = 0.005), but not with either BCSS or
PFS (P = 0.038 and 0.326, respectively). In Kaplan–Meier analyses, OS tended to be longer in the IPC- group than that in
the IPC+group (NR vs 65 months, P = 0.0017).
CONCLUSIONS: Our results suggested significantly better OS in patients without IPC than that in those with IPC.
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OS overall survival
PC prostate cancer
PFS progression-free survival
RPC radical cystoprostatectomy

INTRODUCTION

Bladder cancer (BC), the second most common
genitourinary malignancy worldwide, is an aggres-
sive malignancy that causes significant mortality [1].
In comparison, prostate cancer (PC) is the second
most frequently diagnosed cancer and the fifth lead-
ing cause of cancer-related deaths among men world-
wide [1]. As PC is often slow-growing and clinically
insignificant, it is generally detected as subclinical
forms such as latent and incidental cancer. Incidental
prostate cancer (IPC) is incidentally detected during
the histopathological examination of radical cysto-
prostatectomy (RCP) specimens from patients with
BC. An association between PC and BC has long been
suspected [2]. There have been several reports indi-
cating that patients with BC is are at increased risk for
primary PC [3, 4]. The causes of this increased risk
are suggested to be exposure to common carcinogens,
genetic predisposition and frequent examination dur-
ing followup. The reported prevalence of IPC in the
literature varies from 4 to 61% [5–7]. The discrepan-
cies are possibly due to differences in histopathologic
sampling technique such as slice thickness of step
sections as well as the ethnicities of the study pop-
ulation. A recent meta-analysis of 13,140 patients
reported an incidence of IPC of 24.4% [8], while a
multi-institutional retrospective study including 2114
patients reported an incidence of 24.3% [9]. The
reported incidences of IPC in Japanese populations
were relatively low, from 12.3 to 26.1% [10–12].
However, reports from Japan included relatively old
cohorts and our previous study on IPC in 148 RCP
specimens in Japan from 2009 to 2017 observed an
incidence of 31.6% [13]. The incidence of both clin-
ical and subclinical PC is increasing, particularly in
Asian countries [7]. We previously reported increas-
ing prevalence and size of latent prostate cancer
tumors in the last 25 years in Japan [14]. In addition,
the prevalence and pathological characteristics did
not differ significantly between latent and IPC [13].

The impact of IPC on oncological outcomes after
RCP remains controversial. The above meta-analysis
reported IPC to be significantly associated with lo-
wer 5-year overall survival (OS) [8]. However, the
multi-institutional retrospective study, which was

not included in the above meta-analysis, reported
that IPC was not significantly associated with can-
cer-specific and overall survival [9]. However, the ret-
rospective study had limitations, including a lack of
no central pathological review and non-standardized
embedding technique, such that 79.2% of the speci-
mens underwent partial embedding.

Even though there are several reports about the
prevalence of IPC [7], the influence of IPC on the
oncological outcomes of invasive BC in recent Asian
populations has not been well elucidated. Thus, we
compared pathological features and oncological out-
comes between patients with invasive BC with and
without IPC in RCP specimens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by the Ethics Commit-
tee Institutional Review Board (19–157 [5088]). We
reviewed a total of 148 men who underwent RCP
for invasive BC at Jikei University Hospital and
Jikei University Kashiwa Hospital between 2009 and
2017. We excluded six cases with insufficient medical
records; thus, this study included 142 cases.

Each prostate gland and seminal vesicle were fi-
xed en-block in 10% neutral buffered formalin, and
subsequently sliced in step sections vertical to the
urethra at 4-mm intervals. Each section was embed-
ded in paraffin and 5-�m sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin. When PC was difficult to dia-
gnose, MA903, P63, and AMACR immunohisto-
chemical staining were performed. An experienced
genitourinary pathologist performed the histological
evaluations. The index tumor, which was identified
as the tumor with the largest tumor volume, was eva-
luated in detail [15]. The tumor volume was calcu-
lated using the following formula: 4/3π×(length/2)
×(width/2)×(height/2). We assessed Gleason grade
and score according to standard criteria. We defined
clinically significant PC as the presence of ≥ T3
and/or index tumor volume ≥ 500 mm3 and/or Glea-
son score (GS)≥7 (Epstein’s Criteria) [16].

We compared pathological features and oncologi-
cal outcomes between patients with IPC (IPC+group)
and without IPC (IPC- group). Data were ana-
lyzed using the Student’s t and chi-square tests.
Progression-free survival (PFS), bladder cancer-
specific survival (BCSS), and OS from surgery were
calculated and analyzed using the Kaplan–Meier
method and log-rank tests. OS and BCSS were
defined as the time from surgery to all-cause or
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bladder cancer specific death confirmed by hospi-
tal records and death certificates. PFS was defined
as the time from surgery to local recurrence and/ or
distant metastasis of BC. Generally, assessment of
progression was conducted by computed tomography
once every 3 months for 2 years, semi-annually for 3
years, annually thereafter. Univariable and multivari-
able Cox proportional hazard models were used to
explore the predictors of OS. The covariates included
age, pT stage of BC (≤2 or 3≤), IPC, body mass
index (BMI), neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemother-
apy, variant status, grade (≤2 or 3), resect margin
(RM) status, pN stage, and lymphovascular invasion
(LVI) status. Because age was significantly different
between IPC+and IPC- groups, age and IPC were
included as covariates in the multivariable analyses.
Statistical analyses were performed using Graph-
Pad Prism (version 5, GraphPad Software, La Jolla,
CA, USA) and Stata (version 13, StataCorp, College
Station, TX, USA), with P values less than 0.05 con-
sidered to indicate statistical significance for patients’
characteristics. Because of multi-primary endpoint,
P values less than 0.0167 was considered statistical

significance by Bonferroni correction for oncological
outcomes.

RESULTS

Prevalence and pathological features of IPC

The clinical backgrounds and pathological fea-
tures of BC are shown in Table 1. We detected IPC
in 45 of 142 (31.6%) RCP specimens. Measure-
ment of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) in 75 patients
(29 in IPC+and 46 in IPC- group) showed levels
above 4 ng/mL in 12 patients (16.0%). Neoadjuvant
chemotherapy was administrated in 30.3% (43/142)
patients. Eighteen patients (12.7%) were pathologi-
cally diagnosed with pT0 disease. The pathological
features of 45 IPC cases are shown in Table 2. Thirty-
one patients (68.9%) were GS 6 and no patients
were GS ≥ 8. Four patients (8.9%) were pT3. Four-
teen patients (31.1%) had clinically significant cancer
based on Epstein’s Criteria. No patients had biochem-
ical recurrence or underwent additional therapy for
PC during the observation period.

Table 1
Patients’ characteristics and pathological features of bladder cancer

All IPC+ IPC- P
Number 142 45 97

Age (years), madlan (range) 69 (42–89) 74 (53–89) 66 (42–85) 0.0002
PSA(ng/ml), median (range)∗ 1.76 (0.01–21.6) 2.44 (0.59–6.1) 13 (0.01–21:5) 0.64
BMI, median (range) 23 (16.6–33.1) 22.9 (16.8–30.3) 23 (16.6–33.1) 0.68
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

Yes (%) 43 (30.3) 11 (24.4) 32 (33.0) 0.33
No (%) 99 (69.7) 34 (75.6) 65 67.0)

Adjuvant chemotherapy
Yes (%) 14 (9.9) 4 (8.9) 10 (10.3) 1.00
No (%) 128 (90.1) 41 (91.1) 87 (89.7)

pT stage
T0 (%) 18 (12.7) 4 (8.9) 14 (14.4) 0.65
Ta,1,is (%) 40 (28.2) 16 (35.6) 24 (24.7)
T2 (%) 26 (18.3) 6 (13.3) 20 (20.6)
T3–4 (%) 58 (40.8) 19 (42.2) 39 (40.2)

Grade
0 (%) 18 (12.7) 4 (8.9) 14 (14.4) 0.52
1 (%) 1 (0.7) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.0)
2 (%) 31 (21.8) 9 (20.0) 22 (22.7)
3 (%) 92 (64.8) 32 (71.1) 60 (61.9)

LVI
0 (%) 82 (57.7) 27 (60.0) 55 (56.7) 0.85
1 (%) 60 (42.3) 18 (40.0) 42 (43.3)

pN
0 (%) 107 (75.4) 32 (71.1) 75 (77.3) 0.79
1 (%) 21 (14.8) 7 (15.6) 14 (14.4)
x (%) 14 (9.9) 6 (13.3) 8 (8.2)

RM
0 (%) 121 (85.2) 41 (91.1) 80 (82.5) 0.21
1 (%) 21 (14.8) 4 (8.9) 17 (17.5)

∗ PSA was measured in 75 patients (29 in IPC + and 46 in IPC– group). IPC: incidental prostate cancer, PSA: prostate specific antigen, BMI:
body mass index, LVI: lymphovascular invasion, RM: resection margin.
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Table 2
Pathological features of incidental prostate cancer

Number of cases 45

Gleason score (%)
6> 31 68.9
7 14 31.1

pT stage (%)
2 41 91.1
3 4 8.9

Index tumor volume
Median volume (mm3, range) 42.2 (0.091–19367)
500 mm3> 38 84.4
500 mm3≥ 7 15.6
Clinicallysignificant (%) 14 31.1

Associations between IPC and the pathological
features of BC

Comparisons between patients with and without
IPC showed a significantly lower age at surgery in the
IPC- group than that in the IPC+group (median 66 vs.
74 years, P = 0.0002, Table 1). Although the number
of measured patients was limited, PSA level did not
differ significantly between the groups. Neoadjuvant
chemotherapy did not significantly influence the pres-
ence of IPC. Finally, the pathological features of RCP
specimens, including pT stage, grade, LVI status, pN
stage, and RM status, also did not differ significantly
between the groups.

Associations between IPC and oncological
outcomes of BC

The median observation period was 45 months
(interquartile range, 15–64.3 months). Twenty-nine,
19 and 20, and 15, 13 and 18 patients experienced
disease progression, bladder cancer specific and

Fig. 1. OS according to IPC after radical cystoprostatectomy. OS:
overall survival, IPC: incidental prostate cancer. OS after cysto-
prostatectomy.

all-cause dearth in the IPC- and IPC+groups, respec-
tively. In multivariable analyses, presence of IPC was
significantly associated with worse OS (P = 0.005),
whereas no variables were significantly associated
with either BCSS or PFS (Table 3). Kaplan–Meier
analyses showed that OS tended to be longer in the
IPC-group than that in the IPC + group although it
was not statistically significant (NR vs 65 months,
P = 0.0017, log-rank test. Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION

The incidence of PC is dramatically changing in
Asian countries, particularly in northeast Asian coun-
tries. In Japan, the incidences of both clinical and
latent PC have been increasing and are now similar
to those of Western populations [7, 17]. Although
the cause of this increase may be multifactorial, one
possible explanation is changes in lifestyle due to
Western diets. In the present study, the incidence of
IPC was 31.6%, a rate relatively higher than that in
previous studies in Japanese cohorts. Only one study
including 349 men from 1995 to 2007 reported an
incidence of 26.1% [11]; those in other studies ranged
from 11.2 to 18.1% [9, 10, 12]. This discrepancy
might be caused by differences in histopathologic
sampling techniques as two of the studies used a
partial embedding technique [9]. Another explana-
tion may be differences in study periods. The study
period of our cohort was relatively recent, from 2009
to 2017, while the other studies included subjects
from the 1970s to the 1990s. However, clinically sig-
nificant cancer was detected in 31.1% of the IPC in
our study, a rate consistent with those in other reports
from Japan, ranging from 25.3 to 47.0% [10–12].

Patients with IPC were significantly older than
those without IPC. Several reports have indicated
the positive association between age and the inci-
dence of clinical PC and prevalence of latent PC
[7, 14]. The other clinical and pathological charac-
teristics were not significantly associated with the
presence of IPC. The findings are mainly consistent
with those of the meta-analysis, in which IPC was
significantly associated with greater age, but no asso-
ciation was observed between IPC and pathological
features except lymphovascular invasion of BC [8].
In addition, the correlation between IPC and lympho-
vascular invasion in the meta-analysis was limited by
the inclusion of only two studies with high hetero-
geneity.
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Table 3
Uni- and multi-variable analyses for OS, BCSS and PFS

OS BCSS PFS

Univariable Multivariable Univariable Multivariable Univariable Multivariable

HR 95%CI P HR 95%CI P HR 95%CI P HR 95%CI P HR 95%CI P HR 95%CI P

Age 1.03 0.99 1.07 0.102 1.02 0.97 1.07 0.482 1.02 0.98 1.06 0.415 1.00 0.95 1.05 0.947 1.02 0.98 1.05 0.311 1.00 0.96 1.05 0.977
(continuous)
pT stage 6.23 3.01 12.90 <0.001 3.12 1.13 8.67 0.029 9.42 3.86 22.99 <0.001 3.87 1.16 12.91 0.027 5.32 2.71 10.47 <0.001 2.66 0.98 7.24 0.055
(0–2 or 3–4)
IPC (no or yes) 2.15 1.13 4.08 0.019 3.23 1.42 7.34 0.005 1.58 0.78 3.21 0.206 2.58 1.06 6.32 0038 1.18 062 2.25 0624 1.52 066 3.54 0.326
BMI 0.91 0.80 1.04 0.166 0.98 0.85 1.13 0.806 104 0.92 1.17 0.525
(continuous)
NAC (no o ryes) 1.54 0.78 3.04 0.212 1.54 0.74 3.24 0.249 1.01 0.50 2.02 0.988
AC (no or yes) 3.63 1.58 8.37 0.002 1.75 0.62 4.49 0.292 4.42 1.88 10.42 0.001 1.65 0.56 4.89 0.368 4.13 1.95 8.76 <0.001 2.02 0.78 5.20 0.147
Variant 0.77 0.24 2.53 0.672 0.61 0.15 2.56 0.500 0.21 003 1.53 0.123
(no or yes)
Grade 1.44 0.72 2.91 0.306 1.49 0.68 3.32 0.313 1.70 0.85 3.39 0.113
(0–2 or 3)
RM (0 or l) 2.58 1.22 5.48 0.013 1.44 0.44 4.78 0.547 2.66 1.19 5.95 0.017 1.05 0.26 4.29 0.947 3.49 1.77 6.87 <0.001 1.23 0.37 4.07 0.731
pN (0 or l) 4.78 2.15 10.61 <0.001 2.07 0.78 5.51 0.145 6.03 2.62 13.86 <0.001 2.22 0.80 6.15 0.127 4.83 2.23 10.45 <0.001 1.61 0.63 4.09 0.322
LVI (0 or l) 3.35 1.73 6.50 <0.001 1.95 0.72 5.30 0.189 4.86 2.24 10.54 (0.001 2.46 0.77 7.83 0.128 3.93 2.05 7.53 <0.001 2.93 1.09 7.87 0.033

OS: overall survival, BCSS: bladder cancer specific survival, PFS: progression free survival, HR: hazard ratio, CI: confidence Interval, IPC: incidental prostate cancer, BMI: body mass index,
NAC: neoadjuvant chemotherapy, AC: neoadjuvant chemotherapy, RM: resection margin, LVI: lymphovascular invasion.
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The most important finding of this study was that
the OS was significantly better among patients with-
out IPC than that among those with IPC in the
multivariable analyses, although BCSS and PFS did
not differ. To our knowledge, this is the first inves-
tigation to compare the prognosis of BC with and
without PC in an Asian population with an increas-
ing incidence of PC. The results were consistent with
those of the meta-analysis in which IPC was signifi-
cantly associated with lower 5-year OS [8]. However,
the meta-analysis did not evaluate BCSS and PFS.
In contrast, the multi-institutional retrospective study
reported that IPC was not significantly associated
with CSS and OS [9]. However, the incidence of
IPC might be underestimated because about 80% of
the subjects in that cohort were evaluated by partial
embedding technique.

OS but not BCSS was significantly different
between the IPC+and IPC- groups in the multivari-
able analyses. The discrepancy was possibly caused
by the limited number of subjects and events. In the
present study, 15 and 29 patients had disease pro-
gression, and 18 and 20 patients died in IPC+and
IPC- groups, respectively. Among them, five of the 18
patients in the IPC+group died from causes other than
BC including lung cancer, colon cancer, unknown
primary cancer, and benign lung disease. In con-
trast, only one patient in the IPC- group died from
other causes, namely, gastrointestinal perforation. No
patient died from PC. It is unclear why the number
of patients who died from other causes was higher in
the IPC+group. Patients with double primary cancers
might have higher risks of another primary cancer
than the risks in patients with single primary can-
cer. Future investigation is necessary to validate the
finding.

This study has several limitations. First, there are
limitations due to its retrospective nature. The follow-
up protocol and criteria for the administration of
neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy were not
standardized. Secondly, the sample size was small
and the observation period might not have been suf-
ficient. It might be a reason why factors reported
as significant predictors of cancer specific mortality
such as pT stage, lymph node metastases and resect
margin status failed to show the association with the
oncological outcomes in this study. In addition, the
findings may not apply to other countries due to well-
known racial differences in the incidence and biology
of PC, and the dramatic increasing incidence in Japan
compared to stable levels in Western countries over
the last decade.

In conclusion, we detected IPC in 31.6% of RCP
specimens in contemporary Japanese patients with
invasive BC. The OS was significantly better among
patients without IPC than that among those with IPC.
The results suggested that existence of IPC might
have influence on the prognosis of BC.
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